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Protect this scarce resource! 

• You only have a limited amount of willpower and often waste it by holding 
back emotions and trying to be all things to all people  

• There are ways to “strength train” and protect this limited resource.   
 

Example: In one study where participants watched very sad movie - 1 group was 
told to repress emotions and one was allowed to emote freely. The group that 
used up their willpower by holding in their emotions did much worse in the 
second part of the study: a challenging focus exercise they did after the movie. 

Willpower is the essential fuel to drive you through  
your natural resistance to change. Protect it and build it. 

 
• Complete necessary tasks as they present themselves.  
• Practicing self-discipline on a daily basis strengthens your willpower vs. 

waiting for something to happen to relieve you from a task, which weakens 
your mind into thinking you can't do what’s necessary.   

• Set small daily goals and get them done no matter what.  
 

What’s “wontpower?” Same as willpower but just referring to the 
things you want to try NOT to do. 

 

To stay motivated, focus on the long term benefit of using willpower to 
reach your goal. Take the next small step and stay aware. Mental 
strength comes from overcoming challenges and hurdles. What's 

uncomfortable today can become a habit tomorrow if you push hard 
through the discomfort of something new and different. 
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Willpower depletion – physical factors 
Kelly McGonigal, author of the book, The Willpower Instinct, teaches an 
extremely popular Willpower course at Stanford University and cites 
many studies in neuroscience that have proven that self-control, 
willpower and overcoming stress require the brain to use more energy 
than anything else.  
 

If you’re not fueled by adequate sleep or food, it’s hard 
for your brain to override impulses, resist temptation 
or muster up motivation. 

Solution: Prioritize Your Physiology  
 

Prioritize the following PHYSICAL/self-care strategies to find what 
reduces your stress and improves your mood. You will recharge your 
brain to have more willpower. 
  

□ Prioritize sleep, exercise and meditation above all else.  
□ Walking outside helps brain use energy more efficiently and 

shift into the state of more self-control. *even just a few 
minutes outdoors is an excellent willpower booster 

□ Listening to music that you love 
□ Time with your pets (only IF you’re an animal person ) 
□ Prayer, yoga and meditation all keep you more connected & 

centered to build your awareness and willpower. 
 

       Which of these will you incorporate today      
       to keep your brain functioning at highest  
       willpower capacity?  
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Willpower backup plans 
I believe strongly in positive expectancy. But I also understand human 
nature. If you set a goal or habit to work on, you need to consider what 
could get in your way and make a plan.  
 
A personal example I face daily is my 5 year olds trouble with 
transitions. The strategy that works best is to anticipate what will set 
her off and “practice” with her ahead of time. Where can you start to 
practice ahead of time to set yourself up for success? 

3 Steps to help NOW!  
 

1. Identify and be crystal clear about your goal 
2. Identify your potential obstacles each day – what could distract 

you, and how would you handle it? 
3. Choose mantra: “Not IF but WHEN & HOW will I do this today.”  

 

Rewards & Motivation 
Find rewards for yourself! It helps! Something about feeling like you 
might to get a reward hijacks the emotional centers of the brain – and 
subconsciously gets you feeling excited about the possibility.  
 
Your motivational system evolved to seek rewards and needs to believe 
that there’s possibility of reward. Use this when trying to give up 
something or do something you don’t want to. 
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Try these 3 quick tools to hijack your motivation system! 
□ Reward yourself with your favorite smoothie, or healthy treat 
□ Lottery tickets around projects you’re putting off (Yes, your brain 

can be easily fooled!) 
□ Schedule a call with a close friend or family member that you’ve 

been eager to chat with. 
 
 
                List 3 options to hijack your own    
       motivation system!  
 
 

Stay connected 
It’s easy to try to numb out and ignore or throw in the towel when it comes to 
willpower. Stay connected and notice what you’re feeling.  

3 Important Takeaways 
1. Remember your goal or commitment to positive habit creation 
2. Realize that you can’t fully control your thoughts and feelings 
3. Stay present and make decisions and choices based on your goal – despite 

the feelings. 

5 HOW TOs for Surfing the urge 
Studies show that the best way to handle anxiety, intrusive thoughts and any 
experiences you’re trying to get rid of is to TUNE IN to the sensation vs. trying to 
mask it or push it away.  
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1. How do you feel? Where do you feel discomfort in your body? 
Keep breathing and surrender. Acknowledge what you’re feeling 
and then allow the feelings to move through you….to pass and 
disperse.  

 
2. The proven technique of “surfing the urge” encourages you to 

think of the feelings and discomfort as a wave that keeps building 
and building…. until it finally crashes.  

 
3. Another technique is to imagine your discomfort as clouds in the 

sky….big puffy clouds floating around. And imagine your breath as 
the wind that begins to move and disperse the clouds. 

 
4. *AWARENESS: You can’t CONTROL what you think & feel – all 

you can really be in charge of is what you do.  
 

5. Try to make value driven choices connected to your desired goals 
& outcomes no matter what’s going on in your head! 

 
 

Remember, if you keep doing what you’ve always done, you’re going 
to keep getting what you’ve always gotten!  
 
     What’s one action you’ll take today to deal   
     with your “thinking interference?”           
 

You’re doing great!  
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